LEGENDS GIVE SUCCESS MANTRA TO NCL, NCL CELEBRATES 34th FOUNDATION DAY
Northern Coalfields Limited (NCL) is a company with immense potential and that is why the company's
coal production and dispatch increased nearly 700 percent since its inception on November 28, 1985. In
current financial year, the company is all set to enter the 100 million ton coal production cluster. NCL
would invariably become a global mining giant if it couples its current pace of progress with better coal
evacuation infrastructure, robust rail-coal coordination, unlocking of coal trapped in inter-mine
boundaries and enhanced inclusive development.’
With these words, the former CMD’s of NCL reposed their faith on team NCL. They were addressing a
brief ceremony organized at Headquarters on 34th Foundation Day of the company.
The coal legends, the former CMDs of NCL- Shri U.Kumar, Shri Raghunandan Mishra, Shri A.K.Das, Shri.
S.V.Chaoji, Shri Virendra Kumar Singh and Ms. Shantilata Sahu- gave success mantra to team NCL in the
dignified presence of CMD NCL Shri Prabhat Kumar Sinha, Director (Technical/Project & Planning) Shri
P.M.Prasad and Director (Finance) Shri N.N.Thakur. On this occasion Area General Managers, General
Managers/HODs of NCL HQ were present. Employees from across the areas and units also witnessed the
occasion through video conferencing.
Prior to this, floral tributes were paid to coal martyrs on Shaheed Smaarak at Headquarters premises.
On this occasion, a miner statuette was unveiled in honor of the contribution of miners in the
development of the nation.
Notably, NCL had postponed its central celebrations of Foundation Day on November 28th to ensure the
wider participation of the NCL family in General Elections. The said celebration will now be held on
November 29 from 11 am at Stadium of Bina Area of the company. On this occasion CMD NCL Shri P.K.
Sinha and Functional Directors along with the former CMD’s of NCL will address NCL family and
stakeholder.

